
WAZE IS A CROWDSOURCED NAVIGATION APP 
USING GPS TO DETERMINE THE FASTEST ROUTES. 
OUR MISSION IS SIMPLE: OUTSMARTING ENDING 
TRAFFIC, ALTOGETHER

WAZE’S 
AUDIENCE

30 Million
active users 

monthly

10 Hours
avg. time in-app 
per month, per 

driver 

25M+
user-generated 

map edits 
monthly  

Zero-Speed Takeovers: 
Reach users on-the-go by 
messaging drivers who are 

stopped for 4+ seconds

Branded Pins: 
Educate and remind drivers 

of places near their drive, 
building location awareness

Sponsored  Search: 
Remain top of mind to users 
searching with high intent to 

navigate to your category

Burger

White Castle
$2.99 Buff Chix Fries

Bob’s Burgers
Broadway, New York

Burger Bar
86th st, NY, New York

More results for Burger

0.4
miles 
away

0.8
miles 
away



PIN ON MAP  TAP-TO-EXPAND “DRIVE THERE” 
NAVIGATION SCREEN

NAVIGATION MODE

Branded Pin - “Drive There” User Flow

WAZE AD FORMATS

Highlight store locations along driver’s 
routes, creating store and location 
awareness.  These are your “Store 
Signs” on the Waze map.

Stay top-of-mind throughout driver 
routines, while making your brand 
more visible & accessible than 
competitors, in moments-of-need.

Enable nearby drivers to re-route 
directly to store, with our endemic 
“Drive There” button.

Branded Pins



Sponsored Search - User Flow

WAZE AD FORMATS

Drivers use the search bar on Waze to 
look up destinations nearby, that they 
intend to drive to.

Showcase your brand alongside retail 
partners in search results, with higher 
priority over non-advertisers in your 
vertical.

 Promote product offers, ensuring 
your brand is top-of-mind right 
before they head to the store.

Sponsored Search

KEYWORD SEARCH LOCATION DETAILS 
PAGE 

NAVIGATION MODE

Showcase your 
products to drivers 
immediately before 
they head to the 
store!

 

Ad appears 
at top of 
results

Food

Ad appears 
at top of 
results



Zero Speed Takeover - “Drive There” User Flow

WAZE AD FORMATS

Reach drivers during their lean-back 
experience with our high-impact 
Takeover unit.

Showcase deals or product offers 
when drivers are at a complete stop 
for 4+ seconds, and passing near your 
stores.

Enable nearby drivers to re-route 
directly to store, with our endemic 
“Drive There” button.

Zero Speed Takeovers

TAKEOVER SERVES 
AT STOP

NAVIGATION MODETAKEOVER SERVES 
AT STOP

NAVIGATION MODE“DRIVE THERE” 
NAVIGATION SCREEN


